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The new Indian Chief lineup marks the intersection
of simplicity and power. All based on a timeless,
simplistic steel-tube frame and powered by Indian
Motorcycle’s powerful Thunderstroke motor, the new
Indian Chief, Indian Chief Bobber and Indian Super
Chief offer three unique takes on the classic American
V-twin, each appealing to a slightly different rider.
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CHIEF

CHIEF
DARK HORSE

CHIEF
BOBBER

CHIEF BOBBER
DARK HORSE

SUPER
CHIEF

SUPER CHIEF
LIMITED

Thunderstroke 111 Engine

Thunderstroke 116 Engine

Thunderstroke 111 Engine

Thunderstroke 116 Engine

Thunderstroke 111 Engine

Thunderstroke 116 Engine

19" Cast Front Wheel

19" Cast Front Wheel

Spoke Wheels

Spoke Wheels

Spoke Wheels

Spoke Wheels

Solo Bobber Seat

Solo Bobber Seat

Solo Bobber Seat

Solo Bobber Seat

Drag Handlebars

Drag Handlebars

Mini-Ape Hanger Handlebar

Mini-Ape Hanger Handlebar

Touring Seat with Passenger Pillion
& Floorboards

Touring Seat with Passenger Pillion
& Floorboards

Mid Mount Foot Controls

Digital Gauge with Navigation

Nacelle with Large Headlight Bucket

Blacked-Out Finishes

Traditional Cruiser Handlebar

Traditional Cruiser Handlebar

ABS Standard

Forward Foot Controls

Digital Gauge with Navigation

Chrome Exhaust

Chrome Exhaust

Saddlebags & Windscreen

Saddlebags & Windscreen

Mid Mount Foot Controls

ABS Standard
Nacelle with Large Headlight Bucket
Forward Foot Controls
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Digital Gauge with Navigation
ABS Standard
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CHIEF

ROGUE
COLLECTION
The new Chief provides a stripped-down riding experience
where power and minimalism lead the way. Let Indian
Motorcycle Authentic Accessories bring your Indian
Chief to the next level by adding items from our Rogue
Collection. With performance focus and aggressive
attitude, your place at the front of the pack will be
uncompromised, even if the others could keep up.
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FULL ACCESSORY DETAILS AVAILABLE AT
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CHIEF ROGUE COLLECTION

PASSENGER PILLION
THUNDERSTROKE STAGE 2 PERFORMANCE KIT

STAGE 1 SLIP-ON EXHAUST
Enjoy custom style and a louder, deeper exhaust note with this
Stage 1 Slip-On Exhaust. This great-looking exhaust installs as
a direct replacement for your bike’s standard mufflers, and it
features Indian Motorcycle branding near the tips. They produce
a more robust and throaty exhaust note that enhances your
bike’s distinctive appeal. For enhanced custom style, install
a set of Fish Tail Tips or Slash Cut Tips (required, each sold
separately). Dealer installation required so the bike can be
recalibrated for optimal performance with this exhaust.
1 See legal disclaimer at bottom of page.
2884720-458

1

This Thunderstroke Stage 2 Performance Kit delivers 17% more
horsepower than a stock 116 ci engine along with significantly
improved throttle response and proven reliability and ride
quality. Dealer installation is required, as your dealer will replace
several internal engine components, including the cams, with
high-performance Stage 2 equipment. The dealer will also upload
revamped fuel mapping to tune the Stage 2 116 ci engine for
optimal performance. The Thunderstroke Forward Stage 1 Air
Intake and Stage 1 Slip-On Exhaust Kit are required (both sold
separately). 2 See legal disclaimer at bottom of page.
2884323

This Passenger Pillion provides a passenger with a comfortable
seat so they can share the ride. It features internal cushioning that
provides the ideal mix of comfort and support. It installs securely
to the rear fender and features the same durable, water resistant
black vinyl covering as the rider seat. Passenger Pegs required and
sold separately. Enhance the passenger’s comfort further with the
accessory Passenger Backrest (sold separately).
2884644-VBA

Black

2

Matte Black

PASSENGER SLIM BACKREST PAD
Elevate the custom style of your Stage 1 Slip-On Exhaust with
a set of Slash Cut Exhaust Tips. These tips give your exhaust
(sold separately) a distinctive and timeless custom style. They
install easily and feature a premium finish.

A Chief passenger enjoys enhanced comfort and support with the
addition of this Passenger Slim Backrest Pad to a Quick Release
or Bolt-On Sissy Bar (required, sold separately). This pad features
internal filling that provides the ideal combination of cushion and
support. It mounts securely to the backrest and is positioned for
optimized back comfort. It features the same water resistant black
vinyl covering as the bike’s seats.

2884721-266

2884802-VBA

SLASH CUT EXHAUST TIPS

THUNDERSTROKE FORWARD
STAGE 1 AIR INTAKE
Add high-performance style and provide the proper airflow for
a Stage 1 Slip-On Exhaust (required, sold separately) with this
Thunderstroke Forward Stage 1 Air Intake. This Air Intake makes
it clear that your bike is way beyond stock and is worth noticing.
The forward-facing intake has an visible, exposed red filter. This
is an ideal Air Intake to use with the Stage 1 Slip-On Exhaust.
Dealer installation required for recalibration to ensure peak
performance. 1 See legal disclaimer at bottom of page.
2884950-266

1

Gloss Black

1
2

Black

PASSENGER PEGS
These Passenger Pegs provide a passenger with comfortable perches for
the feet to optimize riding comfort. These forged aluminum pegs install
easily and have rubber pads that serve as comfortable platforms for the
passenger’s feet. The right-hand peg also includes a saddlebag support
to accommodate the addition of accessory saddlebags (sold separately).
2889213-266
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Black

Matte Black

This kit meets EPA and CARB emission limits. Non-competition street use may violate federal noise limits. Please see inside back cover for further information.
This kit meets EPA emission limits. Not legal for sale or use on non-competition pollution controlled vehicles in California. Tampering with
emission-related parts can lead to substantial regulatory penalties. Non-competition street use may violate federal noise limits.

BOLT-ON SISSY BAR

AVAILABLE IN LATE 2021

This Bolt-On Sissy Bar provides your passenger with comfort-enhancing
support. It attaches securely to the rear fender sub-frame and gives a
passenger sturdy and comfortable back support. This steel Sissy Bar
features a premium finish and is branded with the Indian Motorcycle
script logo. Equip it with a Passenger Backrest Pad (required; sold
separately) that matches your seats.
2884631-266

Matte Black

FULL ACCESSORY DETAILS AVAILABLE AT

INDIANMOTORCYCLE.COM/ACCESSORIES
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CHIEF BOBBER

AUTHENTIC
COLLECTION
The Chief Bobber pays stylistic homage to the
muscular, classic post-war era V-twins. The
Authentic Collection of premium accessories from
Indian Motorcycle will put your fists in the wind
with style that hearkens to the days of old. With
a floating solo seat and luggage rack, these Chief
accessories pay tribute to the original from 1921,
but with all the modern capabilities.
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FULL ACCESSORY DETAILS AVAILABLE AT
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CHIEF BOBBER AUTHENTIC COLLECTION
SOLO RACK
This Solo Rack mounts securely to the rear fender and provides
a rider with a convenient storage solution. The rack is designed
to complement the bike’s styling, and it can hold up to 7 pounds
of cargo. The design makes it easy to secure cargo with tie-down
straps or a cargo net, and the accessory Solo Rack Bag (sold
separately) is designed specifically to mount on this rack.

STAGE 1 SLIP-ON EXHAUST
Enjoy custom style and a louder, deeper exhaust note with this Stage 1 Slip-On Exhaust.
This great-looking exhaust installs as a direct replacement for your bike’s standard
mufflers, and it features Indian Motorcycle branding near the tips. They produce a
more robust and throaty exhaust note that enhances your bike’s distinctive appeal. For
enhanced custom style, install a set of Fish Tail Tips or Slash Cut Tips (required, each
sold separately). Dealer installation required so the bike can be recalibrated for optimal
performance with this exhaust. 1 See legal disclaimer at bottom of page.
2884720-458

1

Matte Black

THUNDERSTROKE HIGH FLOW STAGE 1 AIR INTAKE

2884672-266 Black

MINI APE HANDLEBARS*
This Mini Ape Handlebar adds style and comfort to your ride by putting
your hands in a slightly elevated position and creating a relaxed reach
to the hand grips. The hand grips and upper controls are positioned
higher than the standard position for arm positioning that feels great
on the road. The bar’s black finish makes it an ideal complement for
the bike’s other black components. It installs in place of the standard
handlebar. Installation kit may be required depending upon model.
2885001-266

Matte Black

Swapping out your stock air cleaner for the Thunderstroke High Flow Air Intake is
a great way to ensure you have abundant air and fuel flow into the combustion
chamber for extra power. By increasing airflow in and out of the combustion
chamber, the V-Twin will see a boost in performance and improved acceleration.
Adding the final bit of style is the iconic Indian Motorcycle script logo embossed
across the face of the air intake. 1 See legal disclaimer at bottom of page.
2880654-266

1

1920 SOLO RIDER SADDLE SEAT
This 1920 Solo Rider Saddle Seat is an innovative, modern version
of the classic original seats of yesteryear. This seat is mounted on
a strong forged aluminum base that provides the rider with a firm,
stable, and comfortable perch. The seat is topped with comfortable
foam and covered by water resistant vinyl for a great look and feel.
2884949-VBC

Black

Gloss Black

SLASH CUT EXHAUST TIPS
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AVAILABLE IN LATE 2021

HANDLEBAR INSTALL KIT

Elevate the custom style of your Stage 1 Slip-On Exhaust with a set of Slash Cut
Exhaust Tips. These tips give your exhaust (sold separately) a distinctive and
timeless custom style. They install easily and feature a premium finish.

This kit includes everything you need to properly install tall handlebars
(sold separately). The Clutch Cable and Brake Line in this kit are the
ideal length for use with each handlebar, and they ensure the same
outstanding performance and control as standard equipment.

2884721-266

2885101

Black

1 This kit meets EPA and CARB emission limits. Non-competition street use may violate federal noise limits. Please see inside back cover for further information.
* Handlebar heights are regulated by state and local laws. Accessory handlebars may not be legal in all areas or for all riders. Check state and local regulations.
Follow all installation instructions to ensure that the handlebars are securely in place and are appropriate for rider size, control, and visibility.

Tall

1920 SOLO RIDER SADDLE SEAT MOUNT
This kit includes everything needed to securely install the
accessory 1920 Solo Rider Seat (sold separately). A forged mount
that hosts the seat is included, as are a battery cover and all
necessary installation hardware. This kit makes it easy to install
the 1920 Solo Rider Saddle Seat and cover the opening above the
battery for optimized style, fit, and finish.
2889113

Black

FULL ACCESSORY DETAILS AVAILABLE AT

INDIANMOTORCYCLE.COM/ACCESSORIES
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SUPER CHIEF

TOURING
COLLECTION
The Super Chief, with its soft saddlebags and
windshield, begs riders for a bolder escape. The
Touring Collection takes a capable day tripper and
adds all of the creature comforts for those willing to
go the extra mile. With comfort and nostalgic style
in mind, these accessories will keep any rider and
their plus one longing to keep each adventure going.
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FULL ACCESSORY DETAILS AVAILABLE AT
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SUPER CHIEF TOURING COLLECTION
STAGE 1 SLIP-ON EXHAUST

QUICK RELEASE SISSY BAR

Enjoy custom style and a louder, deeper exhaust note with this Stage
1 Slip-On Exhaust. This great-looking exhaust installs as a direct
replacement for your bike’s standard mufflers, and it features Indian
Motorcycle branding near the tips. They produce a more robust and
throaty exhaust note that enhances your bike’s distinctive appeal. For
enhanced custom style, install a set of Fish Tail Tips or Slash Cut Tips
(required, each sold separately). Dealer installation required so the
bike can be recalibrated for optimal performance with this exhaust.
1 See legal disclaimer at bottom of page.

The innovative Quick Release installation system makes it easy for you to
install or remove this Sissy Bar that provides your passenger with extra
comfort and support on every ride. This steel sissy bar latches securely onto
the mounting spools on the rear fender. Install it or remove it quickly and
easily – no tools required. For extra security, a locking bolt can be installed
in the rubber-coated locking levers to prevent unauthorized removal. Add a
matching Passenger Backrest Pad (sold separately). Saddlebag Spool Kit
(2884925), sold separately is required if spools are not standard on your bike.

2884720-156

1

2884632-266

AVAILABLE IN LATE 2021

Elevate the custom style of your Stage 1 Slip-On Exhaust with a set of Fish
Tail Exhaust Tips. These tips give your exhaust (sold separately) a distinctive
and timeless custom style. They install easily and feature a premium finish.
Chrome

A Chief passenger enjoys enhanced comfort and support with the
addition of this Passenger Touring Backrest Pad to a Quick Release
or Bolt-On Sissy Bar (required, sold separately). This pad features
internal filling that provides the ideal combination of cushion and
support. It mounts securely to the backrest and is positioned for
optimized back comfort. It features the same water resistant black
vinyl covering as the bike’s seats.
2884801-VBA

17.8 IN. QUICK RELEASE LOW WINDSHIELD
This 17.8-inch-tall windshield attaches securely to the bike’s windshield
mounting spools and helps to block wind and rain. It can be installed or removed
in seconds with no tools required. A Quick Release Windshield Mounting Kit is
required if your bike is not equipped with windshield mounting spools.
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1

Adding this Accessory Switch to your headlight nacelle makes it
easy to install the control switches for accessories such as Driving
Lights or Heated Handlebar Grips (each sold separately). This switch
panel installs on the left side of the headlight nacelle and offers a
convenient location for the switches that is easy to reach and able to
hold either one or two buttons for accessories.

2884718-266

Matte Black

2884951-266

Black

Matte Black

PASSENGER TOURING BACKREST PAD

2884940-410

NACELLE ACCESSORY SWITCH

These Front Highway Bars enhance your bike’s classic style, provide tip-over
protection when the bike is stationary, and accommodate the addition of
comfort-enhancing accessories. These steel Highway Bars install securely
on the bike’s frame. They help protect the bike’s exhaust and bodywork
in the event of a tip-over when the bike is stationary, and they can be
equipped with Soft Highway Bar Lower Closeouts (sold separately).

Chrome

FISH TAIL EXHAUST TIPS

2884722-156

FRONT HIGHWAY BARS

Polished

HIGHWAY BAR LOWER CLOSEOUTS

PATHFINDER S LED DRIVING LIGHTS

These Highway Bar Lower Closeouts are easy to install, remove, and
store, and they protect a rider’s lower legs from wind and weather. These
lower closeouts have integrated snaps that make it easy to attach them
to the Highway Bars (required, sold separately) without tools. When not
in use, they can be easily stored in saddlebags. They feature embossed
Indian Motorcycle branding on the side facing the rider.

Light up the road for enhanced visibility with these Pathfinder S
LED Driving Lights. These 3.5-inch diameter driving lights use
powerful and long lasting LED lighting elements to project
additional light in front of the bike. The added light makes the
road more visible and can help increase the bike’s visibility to
other motorists. The lighting elements have bright chrome or matte
black housings, and these lights can be installed easily with the
Pathfinder S LED Driving Lights Mount (sold separately).

2884901-VBA

Black

2884708-266

Matte Black

Black

INFINITE HIGHWAY PEGS

HEATED HANDLEBAR GRIPS

PATHFINDER S DRIVING LIGHTS MOUNT

Stretch out and enjoy the open road from the seat of your Indian
Motorcycle with a set of Infinite Highway Pegs, providing comfortable
perches for your feet. These highway pegs let you customize the
ergonomics of your Indian Motorcycle because they can be attached
wherever you wish on the Front Highway Bars (2884718-156, -266),
may be sold separately.

Extend your riding season and ride in comfort when it’s cold with
these Heated Handlebar Grips. They replace the standard grips
and provide adjustable levels of heat that help keep hands
warm and comfortable. The grips’ style and size are identical
to those of the standard grips. The heat level can be adjusted
using the external switch (included).

Add classic custom style and benefit from additional light on the road with
this Pathfinder S Driving Light Mount. The driving lights cast powerful
light on the road to enhance your view when riding after sundown. The bar
and lights are designed to integrate with your bike’s distinctive styling.
The mount installs easily and features a premium finish.

2879572-266

2884900

This kit meets EPA and CARB emission limits. Non-competition street use may violate federal noise limits. Please see inside back cover for further information.

Gloss Black

Black

2884775-266

Matte Black

FULL ACCESSORY DETAILS AVAILABLE AT

INDIANMOTORCYCLE.COM/ACCESSORIES
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FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES

ENGINE PERFORMANCE
THUNDERSTROKE FORWARD STAGE 1 AIR INTAKE
Add high-performance style and provide the proper airflow for a Stage
1 Slip-On Exhaust (required, sold separately) with this Thunderstroke
Forward Stage 1 Air Intake. This air intake makes it clear that your bike
is way beyond stock and is worth noticing. The forward-facing intake has
an visible, exposed red filter. This is an ideal Air Intake to use with the
Stage 1 Slip-On Exhaust. Dealer installation required for recalibration to
ensure peak performance. 1 See legal disclaimer at bottom of left page.
2884950-156
2884950-266

STAGE 1 SLIP-ON EXHAUST

FISH TAIL EXHAUST TIPS

Enjoy custom style and a louder, deeper exhaust note with this Stage 1 Slip-On
Exhaust. This great-looking exhaust installs as a direct replacement for your
bike’s standard mufflers, and it features Indian Motorcycle branding near the tips.
They produce a more robust and throaty exhaust note that enhances your bike’s
distinctive appeal. For enhanced custom style, install a set of Fish Tail Tips or
Slash Cut Tips (required, each sold separately). Dealer installation required so the
bike can be recalibrated for optimal performance with this exhaust. 1 See legal
disclaimer at bottom of page.

Elevate the custom style of your Stage 1 Slip-On Exhaust with
a set of Fish Tail Exhaust Tips. These tips give your exhaust
(sold separately) a distinctive and timeless custom style.
They install easily and feature a premium finish.

2884720-156
2884720-458

1
1

2884722-156
2884722-266

Chrome
Black

Chrome
Matte Black

1
1

Chrome
Gloss Black

2884323

Steel with a matte black finish. Direct replacement for existing heat shields.
2889217-458

1
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2

Matte Black

2884721-156
2884721-266

This kit meets EPA and CARB emission limits. Non-competition street use may violate federal noise limits. Please see inside back cover for further information.
This kit meets EPA emission limits. Not legal for sale or use on non-competition pollution controlled vehicles in California. Tampering with
emission-related parts can lead to substantial regulatory penalties. Non-competition street use may violate federal noise limits.

Chrome
Black

2

Swapping out your stock air cleaner for the Thunderstroke High Flow
Air Intake is a great way to ensure you have abundant air and fuel flow
into the combustion chamber for extra power. By increasing airflow
in and out of the combustion chamber, the V-Twin will see a boost in
performance and improved acceleration. Adding the final bit of style is
the iconic Indian Motorcycle script logo embossed across the face of the
air intake. 1 See legal disclaimer at bottom of left page.
1
1

Chrome
Gloss Black

SLASH CUT EXHAUST TIPS
Elevate the custom style of your Stage 1 Slip-On Exhaust with
a set of Slash Cut Exhaust Tips. These tips give your exhaust
(sold separately) a distinctive and timeless custom style. They
install easily and feature a premium finish.

This Thunderstroke Stage 2 Performance Kit delivers 17% more horsepower
than a stock 116 ci engine along with significantly improved throttle
response and proven reliability and ride quality. Dealer installation is
required, as your dealer will replace several internal engine components,
including the cams, with high-performance Stage 2 equipment. The dealer
will also upload revamped fuel mapping to tune the Stage 2 116 ci engine
for optimal performance. A Thunderstroke Stage 1 Air Intake and Stage
1 Slip-On Exhaust Kit are required (both sold separately). 2 See legal
disclaimer at bottom of left page. Fits Thunderstroke 116 models.

THUNDERSTROKE HIGH FLOW STAGE 1 AIR INTAKE

2880654-156
2880654-266

BLACK HEAT SHIELDS

THUNDERSTROKE STAGE 2 PERFORMANCE KIT

THUNDERSTROKE STAGE 2 PERFORMANCE CAMS

THUNDERSTROKE 116 CI STAGE 3 BIG BORE KIT

Requires an Indian Motorcycle Stage 1 Muffler and an Indian Motorcycle
Stage 1 Air Intake, each sold separately. Increases horsepower by 13%
and torque by 7% over the standard engine configuration. 2 See legal
disclaimer at bottom of left page. Fits Thunderstroke 111 models.

The Thunderstroke 116 ci Stage 3 Big Bore Kit will transform your Thunderstroke
111 into a powerhouse by delivering 20% more horsepower than a standard
Thunderstroke 111 engine configuration. This kit also requires the Stage 1
Slip-On Muffler Kit, as well as a Thunderstroke Stage 1 Air Intake, each sold
separately. 2 See legal disclaimer at bottom of left page.

2881676

2

2885158

2

FULL ACCESSORY DETAILS AVAILABLE AT

INDIANMOTORCYCLE.COM/ACCESSORIES
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FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES

STORAGE & LUGGAGE

SADDLEBAGS

AVAILABLE IN LATE 2021

These Saddlebags provide convenient and versatile cargo space and they can
be installed on, or removed from the bike quickly and easily. Each saddlebag
features a spacious polymer interior tub that ensures the saddlebag holds its
shape even when empty, and to provide easy access to the entire interior of the
bag. These saddlebags can be installed and removed quickly and easily once
a set of Mounting Spools is installed on the rear fender. Mounting Spools are
required on some models if not standard. The bag exterior is durable, water
resistant black vinyl that will not fade over time. Reliable straps and buckles hold
the lids closed to secure cargo. Stock on Super Chief and Super Chief Limited.
2884924-VBA

SOLO RACK
This Solo Rack mounts securely to the rear fender and provides a rider with
a convenient storage solution. The rack is designed to complement the bike’s
styling, and it can hold up to 7 pounds of cargo. The design makes it easy
to secure cargo with tie-down straps or a cargo net, and the accessory Solo
Rack Bag (sold separately) is designed specifically to mount on this rack.
2884672-156 Chrome
2884672-266 Black

Black

SOLO RACK BAG

SADDLEBAG MOUNTING SPOOLS

Carry gear the right way in this water resistant Solo Rack Bag. This
bag can be attached to or removed from the Solo Rack (required, sold
separately) quickly and easily without tools. Using this bag ensures your
gear is protected from the elements, and securely mounted on the bike.

Add a set of these Saddlebag Mounting Spools to the rear fender and you’ll
be able to install a set of convenient Saddlebags (sold separately) quickly
and easily. These mounting spools bolt onto the sides of the fender and
provide a solid mounting point for the Saddlebags, which can be installed
or removed easily. The spools can be left on the bike when the Saddlebags
are not attached. Stock on Super Chief and Super Chief Limited.

2884862-VBA

Black

2884925

20
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FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES

SEATS & BACKRESTS
AVAILABLE IN LATE 2021

EXTENDED REACH SOLO SEAT

1920 SOLO RIDER SADDLE SEAT

This Extended Reach Solo Seat increases your legs’ stretch to the
lower controls, enhancing the comfort of riders with long legs and
those who enjoy stretching out while riding. The seat repositions the
rider 15mm rearward and 30mm higher than the standard seat. The
seat is covered with the same durable, water resistant, easy to clean
black vinyl material as the standard seat. Complement this seat with
a Solo Rack and Solo Rack Bag (each sold separately).

This 1920 Solo Rider Saddle Seat is an innovative, modern
version of the classic original seats of yesteryear. This seat is
mounted on a strong forged aluminum base that provides the
rider with a firm, stable, and comfortable perch. The seat is
topped with comfortable foam and covered by genuine leather
or water resistant vinyl for a great look and feel.

2884641-VBA
2884641-VBC
2884642-VBA

2884949-VBC

Black

Black - Chief
Black - Chief Bobber
Black - Super Chief

PASSENGER TOURING BACKREST PAD

BOLT-ON SISSY BAR

A Chief passenger enjoys enhanced comfort and support with the
addition of this Passenger Touring Backrest Pad to a Quick Release
or Bolt-On Sissy Bar (required, sold separately). This pad features
internal filling that provides the ideal combination of cushion and
support. It mounts securely to the backrest and is positioned for
optimized back comfort. It features the same water resistant black
vinyl covering as the bike’s seats.

This Bolt-On Sissy Bar provides your passenger with comfort-enhancing
support. It attaches securely to the rear fender sub-frame and gives a
passenger sturdy and comfortable back support. This steel sissy bar
features a premium finish and is branded with the Indian Motorcycle
script logo. Equip it with a Passenger Backrest Pad (required; sold
separately) that matches your seats.

2884801-VBA
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REDUCED REACH SEAT

1920 SOLO RIDER SADDLE SEAT MOUNT

This Reduced Reach Seat positions a rider farther forward for
enhanced comfort and confidence-inspiring access to the upper
and lower controls. This comfortable seat is ideal for inseamchallenged riders and those who prefer sitting further forward on
the bike. This seat is styled like the standard seat and features
the same durable, water resistant black vinyl covering.

This kit includes everything needed to securely install the
accessory 1920 Solo Rider Saddle Seat (sold separately). A
forged mount that hosts the seat is included, as are a battery
cover and all necessary installation hardware. This kit makes
it easy to install the 1920 Solo Rider Saddle Seat and cover the
opening above the battery for optimized style, fit, and finish.

2884643-VBA

2889113

Black

1920 SOLO RIDER SADDLE SEAT

This Passenger Pillion provides a passenger with a comfortable
seat so they can share the ride. It features internal cushioning
that provides the ideal mix of comfort and support. It installs
securely to the rear fender and features the same durable, water
resistant black vinyl covering as the rider seat. Passenger Pegs
required and sold separately. Enhance the passenger’s comfort
further with the accessory Passenger Backrest (sold separately).

This 1920 Solo Rider Saddle Seat is an innovative, modern
version of the classic original seats of yesteryear. This seat
is mounted on a strong forged aluminum base that provides
the rider with a firm, stable, and comfortable perch. The seat
is topped with comfortable foam and covered by genuine
leather or water resistant vinyl for a great look and feel.

Black - Chief
Black - Chief Bobber

2880905-01
2880905-05

2884631-156
2884631-266

Chrome
Matte Black

Black

PASSENGER PILLION

2884644-VBA
2884644-VBC

Black

AVAILABLE IN LATE 2021

Black
Desert Tan

PASSENGER SLIM BACKREST PAD

QUICK RELEASE SISSY BAR

A Chief passenger enjoys enhanced comfort and support with the
addition of this Passenger Slim Backrest Pad to a Quick Release
or Bolt-On Sissy Bar (required, sold separately). This pad features
internal filling that provides the ideal combination of cushion and
support. It mounts securely to the backrest and is positioned for
optimized back comfort. It features the same water resistant black
vinyl covering as the bike’s seats.

The innovative Quick Release installation system makes it easy for you to
install or remove this Sissy Bar that provides your passenger with extra
comfort and support on every ride. This steel sissy bar latches securely onto
the mounting spools on the rear fender. Install it or remove it quickly and
easily – no tools required. For extra security, a locking bolt can be installed
in the rubber-coated locking levers to prevent unauthorized removal. Add a
matching Passenger Backrest Pad (sold separately). Saddlebag Spool Kit
(2884925), sold separately is required if spools are not standard on your bike.

2884802-VBA

Black

2884632-156
2884632-266

AVAILABLE IN LATE 2021

Chrome
Matte Black

FULL ACCESSORY DETAILS AVAILABLE AT

INDIANMOTORCYCLE.COM/ACCESSORIES
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FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES

PROTECTION

AVAILABLE IN LATE 2021

23.8 IN. QUICK RELEASE TINTED MID WINDSHIELD

26.8 IN. QUICK RELEASE TALL WINDSHIELD

This 17.8-inch-tall windshield attaches securely to the bike’s
windshield mounting spools and helps to block wind and rain. It
can be installed or removed in seconds with no tools required. A
Quick Release Windshield Mounting Kit is required if your bike is
not equipped with windshield mounting spools.

This 23.8-inch-tall windshield attaches securely to the bike’s windshield
mounting spools and blocks wind and rain to keep a rider fresher longer.
It can be installed or removed in seconds with no tools required. A Quick
Release Windshield Mounting Kit is required if your bike is not equipped
with windshield mounting spools.

This 26.8-inch-tall windshield attaches securely to the bike’s
windshield mounting spools and blocks wind and rain to keep a rider
fresher longer. It can be installed or removed in seconds with no tools
required. A Quick Release Windshield Mounting Kit is required if your
bike is not equipped with windshield mounting spools.

2884940-266
2884940-410
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AVAILABLE IN LATE 2021

17.8 IN. QUICK RELEASE LOW WINDSHIELD

Matte Black
Polished

2884941-266
2884941-410

Matte Black
Polished

QUICK RELEASE WINDSHIELD MOUNTING KIT

QUICK RELEASE WINDSHIELD MOUNTING SPOOLS

Installing this Mounting Kit allows you to add a Quick Release
Windshield (sold separately). These mounts wrap around the forks and
host the spools onto which the windshield attaches. These two-piece,
extruded aluminum mounts feature integrated rubber linings that
protect the surfaces of the forks from scratches or other damage.
These mounts can be used with Quick Release Windshields of all
heights. Required on Chief models for windshield installation. Quick
Release Windshield Mounting Spools also required, sold separately.

Installing these Mounting Spools allows you to add a Quick Release
Windshield (sold separately). The spools bolt directly onto the
forks and attach to the Quick Release Windshield Mounting Kit
(required, sold separately). The spools can be left on the forks when
the windshield is not installed, and they will hold Quick Release
Windshields of all heights. Required on Chief Bobber models to
install windshield. Chief models require mounting spools and Quick
Release Windshield Mounting Kit (sold separately).

2884864-266

2884902-266

Matte Black

Matte Black

2884693-266
2884693-410

Matte Black
Polished

FRONT HIGHWAY BARS

HIGHWAY BAR LOWER CLOSEOUTS

These Front Highway Bars enhance your bike’s classic style, provide tip-over
protection when the bike is stationary, and accommodate the addition of
comfort-enhancing accessories. These steel Highway Bars install securely
on the bike’s frame. They help protect the bike’s exhaust and bodywork
in the event of a tip-over when the bike is stationary, and they can be
equipped with Soft Highway Bar Lower Closeouts (sold separately).

These Highway Bar Lower Closeouts are easy to install, remove, and
store, and they protect a rider’s lower legs from wind and weather. These
Lower Closeouts have integrated snaps that make it easy to attach
them to the Highway Bars (required, sold separately) without tools.
When not in use, they can be easily stored in saddlebags. They feature
embossed Indian Motorcycle branding on the side facing the rider.

2884718-156
2884718-266

2884901-VBA

Chrome
Matte Black

FULL ACCESSORY DETAILS AVAILABLE AT

Black

INDIANMOTORCYCLE.COM/ACCESSORIES
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FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES

HANDLEBARS & CONTROLS

REDUCED REACH HANDLEBAR

CRUISER HANDLEBARS

MINI APE HANDLEBARS*

This Reduced Reach Handlebar repositions the handgrips and
upper controls 2 inches closer to the rider for an easy reach and
confidence-inspiring control. This handlebar stretches back toward
the rider to conveniently relocate the upper controls. It is a direct
replacement for the standard handlebar. Installation kit may be
required depending upon model.

These Cruiser Handlebars infuse your bike with classic cruiser
style and they offer a relaxed reach to the bars for comfortable
riding and confidence-inspiring control of your bike. Their premium
finish complements the components and accessories on your
bike. These bars install as direct replacements for the standard
handlebars. Installation kit may be required depending upon
model. Stock on Super Chief and Super Chief Limited models.

This Mini Ape Handlebar adds style and comfort to your ride by putting
your hands in a slightly elevated position and creating a relaxed reach
to the hand grips. The hand grips and upper controls are positioned
higher than the standard position for arm positioning that feels great
on the road. The bar’s black finish makes it an ideal complement for
the bike’s other black components. It installs in place of the standard
handlebar. Installation kit may be required depending upon model.

2884997-266
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* Handlebar heights are regulated by state and local laws. Accessory handlebars may not be legal in all areas or for all riders. Check state and local regulations.
Follow all installation instructions to ensure that the handlebars are securely in place and are appropriate for rider size, control, and visibility.

Matte Black

2884999-266

Matte Black

2885001-266

Matte Black

HEATED HANDLEBAR GRIPS
Extend your riding season and ride in comfort when it’s cold with
these Heated Handlebar Grips. They replace the standard grips
and provide adjustable levels of heat that help keep hands
warm and comfortable. The grips’ style and size are identical
to those of the standard grips. The heat level can be adjusted
using the external switch (included).
2884900

Black

5 IN. MID RISE HANDLEBAR*

DRAG HANDLEBARS

HANDLEBAR INSTALL KITS

SELECT HANDLEBAR GRIPS

This Mid Rise Handlebar provides a rider with a comfortable arm
position, natural steering leverage, and a comfortable reach to the
upper controls. It also infuses the bike with distinctive custom style
with a 5 in rise. This handlebar installs in place of the standard
handlebar. Installation kit may be required depending upon model.
Stock on Chief Bobber and Chief Bobber Dark Horse models.

This Drag Handlebar is almost straight across, providing a rider with
a wider reach to the hand grips and upper controls. This is an ideal
handlebar for a rider who prefers to stretch the arms, aggressive style,
and enjoy the leverage provided by wider bars. This handlebar installs
in place of the standard handlebar. Installation kit may be required
depending upon model. Stock on Chief and Chief Dark Horse models.

These kits includes everything you need to properly install
low, mid or tall handlebars (sold separately). The clutch
cable and brake line in this kit are the ideal length for use
with each handlebar, and they ensure the same outstanding
performance and control as standard equipment.

2884998-266

2885000-266

These Select billet grips add custom style to a high-profile
location on the bike. Aluminum metal combined with molded
rubber inserts create a unique style for these motorcycle grips
that provide a rider with a sure grip. The billet grips are part
of the Select Collection of accessories that can be combined
to give a bike custom style. The collection includes grips,
floorboards, pegs, and more (each sold separately).

Gloss Black

Gloss Black

2885099
2885100
2885101

Short
Mid
Tall

FULL ACCESSORY DETAILS AVAILABLE AT

2882828-156
2882828-468

Chrome
Black

INDIANMOTORCYCLE.COM/ACCESSORIES
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FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES

HANDLEBARS & CONTROLS
MID FOOT CONTROLS WITH PEGS
These Mid Foot Controls are ideal for riders who prefer mid
rather than forward positions for their bike’s lower controls. They
reposition the lower controls more directly under the rider’s seat
for easy access and sure control of the gear shifter and rear
brake pedal. Foot pegs with black rubber pads are integrated
with the controls. Stock on Chief and Chief Dark Horse models.
2889214-266

PINNACLE HEEL SHIFTER

HEADDRESS RIDER FLOORBOARD PADS

This heel shifter gives you the convenience and comfort of
heel up-shifts and toe down-shifts.

These Headdress Rider Floorboard Pads are direct
replacement for the stock floorboards, and feature a stylish
top surface with a polished stainless steel inlay that adds a
bright, custom touch to the center section of the motorcycle.
These floorboards feature Indian Motorcycle Headdress icon
branding and provide a rider’s feet with sure footing.

2880103-156
2880103-463

Chrome
Matte Black

2879606-01

Black

INFINITE HIGHWAY PEGS
FORWARD FOOT CONTROLS WITH PEGS
These Forward Foot Controls are ideal for riders who prefer to stretch
their legs to forward controls instead of using mid control positions.
They reposition the lower controls farther forward for easy access
and sure control of the gear shifter and rear brake pedal. Foot pegs
with black rubber pads are integrated with the controls. Stock on
Chief Bobber and Chief Bobber Dark Horse models.
2889215-266
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Stretch out and enjoy the open road from the seat of your
Indian Motorcycle with a set of Infinite Highway Pegs, providing
comfortable perches for your feet. These highway pegs let you
customize the ergonomics of your Indian Motorcycle because
they can be attached wherever you wish on the Front Highway
Bars (2884718-156, -266), may be sold separately.
2879572-156
2879572-266

Chrome
Gloss Black

SELECT RIDER FLOORBOARDS
Premium materials combined with distinctive Indian
Motorcycle style elevate these motorcycle floorboards from
merely functional components to comfortable, stylish elements
of a beautifully customized bike. Solid billet material provides
strength and stability, and the premium finish adds style
and complements the bike’s other features. These floorboards
are part of the Select Collection of accessories that can be
combined to give a bike custom style. The collection includes
floorboards, grips, pegs, and more (each sold separately).
2883021-156
2883021-468

Chrome
Black

Black

SELECT HEEL SHIFTER PEG

FORWARD FOOT CONTROLS WITH FLOORBOARDS

TOE RESTS

These Forward Foot Controls with Floorboards are ideal for riders
who prefer to stretch their legs to forward controls and also enjoy
the comfort and support of floorboards instead of foot pegs. They
position the lower controls in a forward position for easy access and
sure control of the gear shifter and rear brake pedal. The integrated
floorboards are topped with black rubber pads. Stock on Super Chief
and Super Chief Limited models.

For added comfort and style, add the Toe Rest pegs to a
Front Highway Bar (2884718-156, -266), required; may be
sold separately. These bullet shaped pegs can be installed
in several places on the bar allowing a rider to customize
for their own riding position.

2889216-266

Polished Inlays

Black

2881848-156

Chrome

The Select Heel Shifter adds extra style to your accessory heel
shifter (2880103-156, -463), required; sold separately, and it
accommodates riders who prefer heel shifting. This heel shifter peg
is part of the Select Collection of accessories that can be combined
to give your bike custom style. The collection includes floorboards,
grips, pegs, and more (each sold separately).
2880729-156
2880729-468

PASSENGER PEGS
These Passenger Pegs provide a passenger with comfortable
perches for the feet to optimize riding comfort. These forged
aluminum pegs install easily and have rubber pads that
serve as comfortable platforms for the passenger’s feet.
The right-hand peg also includes a saddlebag support to
accommodate the addition of accessory saddlebags (sold
separately). Stock on Super Chief and Super Chief Limited.
2889213-266

Matte Black

BILLET SHIFT / BRAKE PEG
Dress up your bike with forged billet aluminum accessories
including these Black Shift/Brake pegs for a high quality look
that provides a custom touch that is also practical. Rubber
inserts provide secure contact with Brake or Shifter. Indian
Motorcycle branding is an added detail.
2882005-156
2882005-468

Chrome
Contrast Cut

Chrome
Matte Black

FULL ACCESSORY DETAILS AVAILABLE AT

INDIANMOTORCYCLE.COM/ACCESSORIES
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FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES

LIGHTING & ELECTRICAL

FULL LINE OF ACCESSORIES

CRAFTED STYLE PIECES

PATHFINDER S LED DRIVING LIGHTS
Light up the road for enhanced visibility with these
Pathfinder S LED Driving Lights. These 3.5-inch diameter
driving lights use powerful and long lasting LED lighting
elements to project additional light in front of the bike.
The added light makes the road more visible and can help
increase the bike’s visibility to other motorists. The lighting
elements have bright chrome or matte black housings, and
these lights can be installed easily with the Pathfinder S LED
Driving Lights Mount (sold separately).
2884708-156
2884708-266

Chrome
Matte Black

1920 SOLO SADDLE GRAB RAIL
Chrome or black finish to complete the look of the 1920 Solo Rider
Saddle Seat (2880905-01, -05, -VBC), required, sold separately.
2881963-156
2881963-266

Chrome
Black

PATHFINDER S DRIVING LIGHTS MOUNT
Add classic custom style and benefit from additional light on
the road with this Pathfinder S Driving Light Mount. The driving
lights cast powerful light on the road to enhance your view
when riding after sundown. The bar and lights are designed
to integrate with your bike’s distinctive styling. The mount
installs easily and features a premium finish.
2884775-156
2884775-266

Chrome
Matte Black

NACELLE ACCESSORY SWITCH
Adding this Accessory Switch to your headlight nacelle makes it
easy to install the control switches for accessories such as Driving
Lights or Heated Handlebar Grips (each sold separately). This
switch panel installs on the left side of the headlight nacelle and
offers a convenient location for the switches that is easy to reach
and able to hold either one or two buttons for accessories.
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2884951-266

Black

PINNACLE MIRRORS
These mirrors feature a dynamic, laterally tapered design and
have Indian Motorcycle script branding on the backsides. They
are supported by forged arms for added strength and style.
These mirrors directly replace the standard mirrors and provide
outstanding visibility. Includes left and right-hand mirrors.
2880132-156

Chrome

FULL ACCESSORY DETAILS AVAILABLE AT

INDIANMOTORCYCLE.COM/ACCESSORIES
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INDIAN MOTORCYCLE

CLOTHING, GIFTS & GEAR
MEN’S CHIEF TEE, BLACK
2861387

S-3XL

MEN’S SPIRIT TEE, WHITE
2861388

XS-3XL

MEN’S LONG SLEEVE
BASEBALL TEE, WHITE
2861390

S-3XL

S-3XL

MEN’S LONG SLEEVE
CHIEF TEE, CHARCOAL
2861391

WOMEN’S CHIEF LOGO TANK, BLACK
2861392

WOMEN’S SPIRIT TEE
2861393

XS-3XL

S-3XL

CHIEF TRUCKER HAT
2861398

One Size

2861394

MEN’S STRIPE TEE, CHARCOAL
2861389

WOMEN’S STRIPE TEE, CHARCOAL
XS-3XL

S-3XL

SPIRIT LAKE TRUCKER HAT
2861397
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One Size

AVAILABLE FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY STARTING SPRING 2021

FULL COLLECTION
FULL ACCESSORY
DETAILS AVAILABLE
DETAILS AVAILABLE
AT INDIANMOTORCYCLE.COM/EN-CA/SHOP/APPAREL
AT INDIANMOTORCYCLE.COM/ACCESSORIES
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FULL ACCESSORY DETAILS AVAILABLE AT

INDIANMOTORCYCLE.COM/ACCESSORIES
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INDIAN MOTORCYCLE

MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE

Indian Motorcycle invests millions in engine development,
and part of that investment is making sure its lubricants—
critical to engine performance—are the right formula
for your specific engine. The amount of testing data
and engineering resources used in developing Indian
Motorcycle lubricants would overwhelm an aftermarket
company. Therefore, the aftermarket must produce an oil
to an industry–wide standard that accounts for a variety of
operating parameters.

15W-60 FULL SYNTHETIC ENGINE OIL

THUNDERSTROKE 111 OIL CHANGE KIT

Approved for use in all air cooled and liquid cooled
Indian Motorcycle engines. Our wide viscosity range and
advanced SN level additive system smooths shift effort,
enhances clutch wear and feel for positive engagement
under heavy loads, and delivers the best thermal heat and
cam wear protection available.

Contains: 1 oil filter (2521421) and 2 washers.
Compatible with all Thunderstroke 111 air cooled
Indian Motorcycle engines.

2880187
2880188
2884083

2880067

5.5 Quarts – 20W-40
Semi Synthetic Motor Oil

Quart
Drum – 55 Gallons
330 Gallon Tote

BREAK-IN

MAINTENANCE

ENGINE OIL & FILTER:

DOT-4 BRAKE FLUID

OIL FILTER

Total fuel system cleaner. Stabilizes fuel for up to
2 years. Removes carbon deposits from injectors,
valves, piston rings and combustion chamber.

DOT-4 Brake Fluid maintains viscosity over a
wide temperature range. Designed for use in
all Indian motorcycles, including ABS systems.

Compatible with 2014 and newer
Thunderstroke and PowerPlus engines.

2881911

2880016

12 fl oz.

12 fl oz.

2521421

FORK OIL

CHROME OIL FILTER

Advanced extended life coolant designed for use in all
liquid cooled Indian motorcycles.

Developed with a high viscosity index to resist
shear, foaming, heat and internal shock wear.

Compatible with 2014 and newer
Thunderstroke and PowerPlus engines.

2880966

2884244

2880867-156
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1 Quart

Quart

ENGINE OIL:

CHECK LEVEL

DRIVE BELTS:

AIR FILTER:

INSPECT FOR WEAR
OR DAMAGE
REPLACE AS NEEDED

FRONT FORK OIL:
INSPECT

REPLACE AS NEEDED

50/50 PREMIX EXTENDED LIFE ANTI-FREEZE

MILES

CHANGE & REPLACE

INSPECT &
ADJUST TENSION

CARBON CLEANER

2,500

INSPECT

REPLACE AS NEEDED

DRIVE BELTS:

INSPECT &
ADJUST TENSION

INSPECT FOR WEAR
OR DAMAGE
REPLACE AS NEEDED

CHECK YOUR OWNER'S MANUAL FOR ADDITIONAL
RECOMMENDED SERVICE ITEMS AND VEHICLE-SPECIFIC TIMING

5,000

MILES

10,000

MILES

ENGINE OIL:

ENGINE OIL:

THUNDERSTROKE MODELS

ALL MODELS

AIR FILTER:

AIR FILTER:

REPLACE AS NEEDED

REPLACE AS NEEDED

DRIVE BELTS:

DRIVE BELTS:

CHANGE

INSPECT

INSPECT &
ADJUST TENSION

CHANGE

INSPECT

INSPECT &
ADJUST TENSION

INSPECT FOR WEAR
OR DAMAGE
REPLACE AS NEEDED

INSPECT FOR WEAR
OR DAMAGE
REPLACE AS NEEDED

FRONT FORK OIL:

FRONT FORK OIL:

REPLACE AS NEEDED

REPLACE AS NEEDED

INSPECT

INSPECT

15,000

MILES

ENGINE OIL:

CHANGE

AIR FILTER:

REPLACE

SPARK PLUGS:

INSPECT

REPLACE AS NEEDED

DRIVE BELTS:

INSPECT &
ADJUST TENSION

INSPECT FOR WEAR
OR DAMAGE
REPLACE AS NEEDED

FRONT FORK OIL:
REPLACE

FULL ACCESSORY DETAILS AVAILABLE AT

INDIANMOTORCYCLE.COM/ACCESSORIES
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ENSURE YOUR BIKE IS READY WHEN YOU ARE!
PREMIUM CARE

• Add years of capacity, power, and range to
new and older batteries, regardless of type
or brand

• Charge and maintain extra
backup batteries as well as
those in your vehicle

• Never over or under charged in
any temperature

• Automatic turn-on, sleeps while
keeping your batteries at full-charge

• Leave your vehicle connected for
months and return to fully charged and
conditioned batteries

• Easy push-button selector to change
battery type or time

• Recover older, weak batteries that would
normally need to be replaced

HASSLE FREE MAINTENANCE
FOR YOUR MOTORCYCLE
Service at all participating Indian Motorcycle
dealerships in the U.S. and Canada

BATTERYMINDER 2012 AGM 2 AMP
®

• 12 Volt BatteryMINDer® with 2 amp charging current and overcharge protection.
• Can maintain up to 6 batteries at a time.
• Compatible with 12 Volt sealed AGM lead-acid batteries.
• Comes with non-fused battery clip cord set with Quick Connector.
• Designed for high performance specialty AGM sealed batteries.
• Comes with 5 year warranty.

Factory trained technicians &
Genuine Indian Motorcycle parts
No deductible
Transferable to next owner to increase resale value
A simple solution to keep you riding

2830438

Prepaid cost to protect against inflation
VISIT INDIANMOTORCYCLE.COM/PREMIUMCARE OR
SEE YOUR DEALER FOR MORE INFORMATION.

VPP-12:12/24 VOLT VEHICLE
POWER PLUG
Allows easy connection to vehicle’s battery
through lighter or 12/24V power port with
replaceable 15 amp fuse.
2830518
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12 FT. EXTENSION CABLE

MULTI-BATTERY SPLITTER

RING TERMINAL KIT

EZ CONNECT

Made with heavy-duty 16 gauge black
zip cord featuring automotive SAE®
bullet connectors.

A simple, safe, and affordable way to
connect two batteries simultaneously for
easy battery maintenance. Includes a set
of ring terminals.

Features 24-In. long 18-gauge wire. Plug
has standard 5/16 In. negative and 3/8 In.
positive terminals. Replaceable 15 amp
in-line fuse for circuit protection. SAE®
quick connector and cap.

Allows for quick and easy connecting and
disconnecting of your BatteryMINDer®.
Includes a set of ring terminals.

2830410

2830409

2830437

2830411

Always wear a helmet, protective eyewear and clothing and insist your passenger does the same. Ride within the limits of the law and your own abilities. Read and understand your owner’s manual. Never ride under the influence of drugs or alcohol. Indian
Motorcycle strongly recommends riders take a Motorcycle Safety Foundation® Rider Course. For a course near you, call 1-800-446-9227. Protect riders’ rights by joining the American Motorcycle Association. For the name of your nearest Indian Motorcycle dealer, call
1-800-POLARIS or go to polarisindustries.com. Polaris Sales Inc. reserves the right without prior notice to discontinue at any time at its discretion any of the items herein or change specifications or designs without incurring any obligation to the customer. All items are
subject to availability and prior sales by our dealers. Catalog design by SAGA Marketing. Printed in the USA. Unless noted, trademarks are the property of Indian Motorcycle International, LLC. BatteryMINDer® is a registered trademark of VDC Electronics Inc. SAE® is a
registered trademark of Society of Automotive Engineers, Inc. Bluetooth® is a registered trademark of Bluetooth Sig, Inc. Prices, fitment and availability are subject to change at any moment. Copyright © 2021 Indian Motorcycle International, LLC. All rights reserved.
50 state emissions compliant. Non-competition street use may violate federal noise limits. Indian Motorcycle recognizes the importance of environmental laws that regulate exhaust and noise emissions and is committed to developing performance parts that allow motorcycle
enthusiasts to modify their vehicles in a safe and responsible manner for racing applications. Emissions / Safety: Federal and many state laws prohibit the removal, modification, or rendering inoperative any part installed on motor vehicles by Indian Motorcycle affecting
emissions or safety on motor vehicles manufactured for use on a public street or highway. Violation may result in fines. International markets, please consult your local laws for additional information. Noise: Certain Indian Motorcycle performance parts are subject to noiserelated usage restrictions. The warning statement for these parts includes the statement, “Non-competition street use may violate federal noise limits.” These products are designed for use on closed course competition motorcycles only and do not conform to U.S. EPA noise
emission standards. Use on motorcycles subject to EPA noise regulations constitutes tampering and is a violation of Federal law unless it can be shown that such use does not cause the motorcycle to exceed applicable Federal Standards.
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